
LuxStone® Features
Shower dreams, meet reality

Shower Walls
Each design in our LuxStone shower wall collection was hand-picked by Kohler’s 

industry-leading designers. Shower wall designs range from delicate stone patterns and 

contemporary brick to soothing neutrals like White and Biscuit. Choose one style for every 

wall, or mix solids and patterns to create an eye-catching feature wall.

Made of crushed stone for enhanced durability

Easier to clean than tile, fi berglass and acrylic

Custom fi tted and installed in as little as one day

Options:

A New Generation Of Shower Walls

(800) 484-9738

VEINCUT
SANDBAR
& BISCUIT

VEINCUT
SANDBAR

& SANDBAR

VEINCUT
SANDBAR
& WHITE

Calacatta Crema Shower Walls

Combination Walls



Showerheads & Handshowers
Katalyst® technology delivers an indulgent 
shower experience every time.

(800) 484-9738

+ MATCHING 
HANDSHOWER 

AVAILABLE

+ MATCHING 
HANDSHOWER 

AVAILABLE

+ MATCHING 
HANDSHOWER 

AVAILABLE



Faucets & Fittings
Katalyst® technology delivers an indulgent 
shower experience every time.

(800) 484-9738



Digital Shower System
Control every part of your shower experience 
from one easy-to-use interface.

(800) 484-9738

The easy-to-use DTV Prompt® allows you to change everything such as the timer, the 

type of sprays and even the temperature at the click of a button. Easily toggle between 

handshowers, body sprays, showerheads and more. Pause the water flow or warm up your 

shower before you step in—your perfectly custom shower experience awaits.

Operate up to three different outlets

Shower warm-up and pause feature

Adjust water temperature

Duration and countdown timer

Satin Chrome

Black

Personalized Features:

Color Options:



Accessories
Keep your shower neat and organized with our 
custom shelving and seating options.

(800) 484-9738

Recessed Shelving Shower Niche

Floating Shelf Corner Shelf

The Shower Locker provides 

personal storage that discreetly 

blends into the environment for a 

clean, organized shower space.

With three moveable shelves 

and four placement options, 

the Shower Niche can be fi tted 

to accommodate all of your 

essentials.

This adaptable shelf can be placed 

anywhere in the shower. You can 

even install it outside the shower to 

open up more storage possibilities.

Save space and maximize storage with 

a corner shelf. Available in two sizes, 

this discrete shelf drains easily and 

perfectly matches your shower walls.



Accessories
Keep your shower neat and organized with our 
custom shelving and seating options.

(800) 484-9738

Grab Bars

Teak Tray

The ADA-compliant grab 

bar provides safe and sturdy 

support with a variety of sizes 

to accommodate any space.

Designed to snap securely onto the Shower Barre, 

this Teak Tray creates a convenient and attractive 

shelf for holding everyday grooming products.

Moveable Seat

Perfect for resting your legs while 

you wash or shave, the moveable 

shower seat is a lightweight, one-

piece construction that is easy to 

clean.

Shower Barre

Inspired by ballet dancers, this 

shower barre provides stability 

as you enter and exit the shower 

space.



Accessories
Keep your shower neat and organized with our 
custom shelving and seating options.

(800) 484-9738

Towel Bar Shower Hooks

Minimalist in its design, this sleek 

towel bar conveniently holds your 

washcloth inside your LuxStone 

shower for easy access.

These shower hooks strike the 

perfect balance of elegant design 

and outstanding function. 



Modern tempered glass surrounds the bath or shower 

area and gives a clean, sleek look. The door is designed 

with a smooth and quiet sliding action, enhanced by 

stylish hardware in a fi nish of your choice.

Glass Shower Doors
A frameless glass door gives the shower a 
clean, lustrous look.

(800) 484-9738

LuxStone Sliding Barn Door

Gently curved towel bar and knob 
handle

Available in: 78" H x 60" W, 
78" H x 48" W, 82" H x 60" W, 
82" H x 48" W

78" H Sliding Door

Vertical handle blades

Available in: 78" H x 60" W, 
78" H x 48" W

76" H Sliding Door

Towel bar and knob handle

Available in: 76" H x 60" W, 
76" H x 48" W

74" H Pivot Door 

Vertical handle

Available in: 74" H x 48" W, 
74" H x 36" W

76" H Single Panel Sliding Door

Towel bar and vertical handle

Available in: 76" H x 48" W, 
76" H x 54" W, 76" H x 60" W, 
76" H x 66" W, 76" H x 72" W

62" H Sliding Bath Door

Towel bar and knob handle

Available in: 62" H x 60" W

Frosted or 
Clear glass 
options



Available in four beautiful colors to 
match any of our shower walls.  
Easily customize your base by size, 
shape and drain location.

Modern Bases 
Enjoy the comfort of a low-threshold shower
base that protects the fl oor from moisture.

(800) 484-9738

Tresham®  Shower Base With Left-Hand Seat
and Right-Hand Drain

Tresham®  Shower Base With Right-Hand Seat
and Left-Hand Drain



Bathtubs
Enjoy a relaxing soak with these elegantly 
designed bathtubs with unique features.

(800) 484-9738

EXPANSE ALCOVE BATH ARCHER ALCOVE BATH +ADA

ENTITY ALCOVE BATH +ADA

The Expanse provides a luxurious bathing experience 

in a compact, space-saving design that’s ideal for 

smaller bathrooms.

The Comfort Depth® design of the Archer features 

a 19-inch step-over height while retaining the 

same depth as a standard 21-inch bath for deep, 

comfortable soaking.

The Entity offers a comfortable sloped backrest and a low 

stepover height for easy access, ideal for bathing young 

children and washing pets.



Ready to love your 
shower again?

(800) 484-9738

Contact a KOHLER Authorized Dealer  

today to schedule a free in-home design 

consultation and bring your vision to life.

Call  (800) 484-9738


